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this file? Download pixel gun 3d that doesn't.Q: Highlight the line where the sum of
the elements in a column differ with the mean of the sum of the elements in a

different column I have two tables in a dataframe, and I want to highlight the line
with the sum of the elements in one column different from the sum of the elements
in another column, using Python3 and the package pandas. My code looks like this:

data = pd.DataFrame({'A':['a', 'b', 'a', 'c', 'a', 'b'], 'B':[1,2,1,3,2,1]}) data['C'] =
data['A'].map(lambda x: x + x) data['D'] = data['B'].map(lambda x: x + x) data['E']

= np.mean(data['C'], axis=1) data['F'] = np.mean(data['D'], axis=1)
data.loc[data['F']!= data['E'], 'E'] = 'warning' print(data) I want to highlight the line
with data['F'] not equal to data['E'], in my case this line should be highlighted. A: I
am assuming that you want to compare the mean of sum of A and the sum of B.

We can use max and np.where Here is my suggestion: data =
pd.DataFrame({'A':['a', 'b', 'a', 'c', 'a', 'b'], 'B':[1,2,1,3,2,1]}) data['C'] =

data['A'].map(lambda x: x + x) data['D'] = data['B'].map(lambda x: x + x) #
Original answer data['E'] = np.mean(data['C'], axis=1)
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How to crack the server password of geome they are still a free country. You have
a right to speak your beliefs, however, you do not have the right to silence others.
“Cap and trade” is a fairly unique approach to solving climate change but it’s one

that has not proven to be an effective one. Global warming has slowed down,
temporarily, as a result of the ending of the “El Nino” weather pattern but that has
only bought the man-made global warming advocates a few years to prove their
point. With regards to religious freedom, if someone says something that offends
you, you have the right to be offended and you have the right to not attend the

offense’s event. You do not have the right to damage the venue or organizers by
force. In other words, the progressives might have the right to speak on gender and
racial issues, but they don’t have the right to use violence or threats of violence to
coerce those who disagree with them into silence. The progressives do not have

the right to silence others and attack people who disagree with them. Period. We’re
talking about free speech here folks. How can I argue free speech when that is

being taken away from me? The way the LBGT community is handling marriage is
not giving free speech to people who disagree with them. How I would handle it,

which you ignored in your reply to me, is if someone publicly states that he or she
is not going to attend a political rally because the message is not one that they

agree with. I would still pay them my attention, as I am a liberal and will always pay
attention to people who state their opposition to my position in a civil and

respectful way. On the other hand, if someone told me that they were taking up a
platform to tell people that they are being discriminated against because they are
not allowed to get married or use the bathrooms according to their gender, I would

choose not to listen. Secondly, I have never, ever heard any argument that
opposition to homosexual “marriage” is motivated by “homophobia” or anything

like that. In fact, it is based on far more solid logic and reasoning than the
opposition to marriage is based on. The reason the parents of the children are
absent, after all, is because they are trying to avoid unwanted exposure to a
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relationship that the child should not be involved with at such a young age
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